PUBLI
The Controlled
Distribution Platform

UNIQUE
SOLUTION
for the most secure distribution
and documents sharing
Complex platform with the highest level
of safety, which adapts to you.
We have developed a solution that prevents unwanted distribution,
downloading and printing sensitive information. Gain an overview
of documents and ensure that they are up-to-date on all partner
or employee devices. Always keep contracts, directives, technical
drawings, manuals, business documents and more up-to-date
with protection against unwanted spreading. Define rules
for your documents and simplify their distribution.

SAFETY
Highest data protection with recipient-side content encryption
and secure delivery with device identification itself.

SUPERVISION
Gain complete control over who has access to documents
in the secure electronic library, when and on what device.

MONITORING
An overview of the use, download and printing of distributed documents
to ensure traceability and compliance with established business processes.

ELECTRONIC
LIBRARY
All
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CONTROLLED DISTRIBUTION
Control who can read, share or print
important documents.

ACCESSIBILITY
Documents are available on computers and all mobile
devices, tablets online and offline.

E-LIBRARY
Clear display of documents in our own secure electronic library brings
convenience for administrators and recipients of documents.

AUDIT AND SUMMARY
Analytics provides a detailed overview of working
with documents on the recipient's side.

UPDATE OF DOCUMENTS
Document changes are automatically synchronized
on all devices to prevent outdated and multiple file versions.

SUPERVISION
Confirmation of reading documents, creation of checklists and tests
enables effective control and fulfillment of process requirements.

OTHER
FUNCTIONS
unique interactive elements
RESPONIVE AND INTERACTIVE DOCUMENTS
In Publi you can create completely responsive e-books
or documents with interactive elements called mBooks.
These can be enriched with animations, videos and other
multimedia elements to make them easier to understand.

TESTS OF KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
Publi includes tools for creating and generating knowledge
tests. Tests can be included in the training and continuing
education of employees. They can be used to check
understanding and subsequently evaluate success.

EFFICIENT INSPECTIONS AND CHECKUPS
Publi can be used for creating checklists, distribution and inspection.
Repeated tasks, such as maintenance or inspections, where
the employee goes through a list of tasks during work and the resulting
states are monitored and reported to a superior. Filling in the list
of tasks can take place off-line, i.e. even in difficult conditions.

SCIENCE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES READING
Access to company news, magazines and professional literature
from anywhere and at any time brings new possibilities. Make
it easier for employees to access and read. Save time when
administering distribution and loans.
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